REMOTE CONTROL
SMS-954

Change and check the
indoor temperature with
your mobile phone
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Reduces energy consumption
Change the temperature when you are not at home
and reduce energy consumption.
Secures the property
Reduces the risk of damage and water leaks during
the winter with low-temperature alarms.
Increases the comfort
Change the temperature with a simple text message
(SMS) and prepare a warm arrival to the home.

E, CE, NE, HE
QE, WE, VE

Easy to install
Use a regular SIM card from any mobile operator1)
and use the device right out of the box.

Are you worried about water leaks during the
winter? Did you forget to lower the heat when you
went from the summer house? Want to reduce
unnecessary power consumption?
SMS-954 is a GSM device that can control your heat
pump from Panasonic and remotely change and
check the temperature by SMS from a mobile phone.
You have control over the operation and may also be
alarmed if the temperature drops or you get a power
failure in the house.
Insert a normal SIM card from any mobile operator,
install the unit in the same room as the heat pump,
aim the unit to the indoor unit and make your
personal settings by SMS. Easy installation, ready in
just 5 minutes, works 24/7.

IR

FUNCTIONS

3)

Mode:

AUTO, HEAT, COOL, DRY, ON/OFF

Fan Speed:

AUTO-1-2-3-4-5

Temperature2):
Air Swing:
Alarm:

Status Check:

Address Book:

SPECIFICATIONS
FW Version:

Communication:

8, 10, 16-30°
C

AUTO-1-2-3-4-5

Temperature, Power, Battery
Temperature, Mode, Setup
Five (5) Receivers

SMS-954

SMS, GSM (2G)

Wireless Transfer: IR, Infrared Light
Power Input:

230V AC / 12V DC, 1A

Dimensions:

150x95x26mm

Backup Battery:
Weight:

4.8 Ni-mh, 600mAh
205g

1) Does not work with operator only providing 3G.
2) Low temperature heating only works with heat pumps
with +8 / 10°
C HEAT function.
3) Works with all models with production year 2006 or newer.
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